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and into its second. Due to a misunderstanding of the IRS filing instructions, FTC previously submitted a 990EZ for its first fiscal year. This  

Fix the Court

was halfway through the organization's first fiscal year and which is why the salaries and expenses are less than they would generally be for

a full 12 months.

Part VI, line 8b: FTC is a small operation and does not have any "committee with authority to act on behalf of the governing body," just a Board.

Part VI, line 11b: FTC executive director Gabe Roth prepared and reviewed the 990.

 the IRS in order to continue FTC's mission of judiciary modernization. FTC gained 501(c)(3) status on Apr. 30, 2021, effective to Feb. 2, 2021.

Part VI, line 19: FTC makes its articles of incorporation and Form 990 available upon request.

Part VII, line 4: FTC was dropped as a grantee of the New Venture Fund on Jan. 5, 2021, at which point Roth applied for 501(c)(3) status with

During the months of January through June 2021, FTC staff (Roth, 1099 employee Tyler Cooper and two interns) were paid by NVF from the

remainder of a grant FTC received in 2019 (the last NVF grant that FTC received). In July and August 2021, FTC was effectively dormant: 

Roth took those months off to care for his newborn daughter, and Cooper took them off, as well. FTC began in earnest in Sept. 2021, which

there remained $111,677 in FTC's account, which was carried over to the new 501(c)(3) entity later that year. FTC also received a generous

Part VIII, line 1h: As noted above, FTC received its final grant from NVF in 2019. At the time that NVF ended its relationship with FTC in June 2021,

one-time grant from the Hewlett Foundation in 2021. These two grants comprised the bulk of FTC's operating expenses in its first fiscal year

990 serves as an amendment to fix the error, filed right after the error was brought to the organization's attention.




